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What if you could speak to your 

customer directly from your routine 

print / outdoor campaign? 



 Hotels, Cruises & Holiday Companies 

 Automobiles 

 Hospitals 

 Toys & Baby Products 

 Real estate 

 FMCG 

 Museums / Theaters 



 Use Cases 
› The user can see the 

walkthrough / video of 
the rooms (hotels), deck 
(ships) and destinations 
(holiday companies) 

› We will map their 
existing creative and a 
video will start playing 
as soon as the creative 
is scanned from our app 

› As soon as the video 
ends, there will be “Book 
Now” button which will 
take the users directly to 
the booking website 



 Use Case 

› We can map the 
automobile ads / 
brochures to videos and 
multiple 3D car models 

› The user can have a 
feel of the car in 360 
degrees, see it in real 
time, see the 
specifications, watch 
the video 

› This can be distributed 
through a device kept 
at the showrooms 



 Use Case 

› We can do an 
augmented reality 
based social media 
campaign 

› Each day / week a new 
post is published which 
is related to health 

› User has to scan the 
post with our app and 
he will be shown a video 
of that particular subject 

› This will help generate 
engagement 



 Use Case 
› We can have tablets 

in outlets with our app 
› As soon the customer 

hovers over the 
packaging of any 
product,  they will see 
a 3D model of the 
actual product 

› They will also see 
information such as 
age range, brand, 
etc for that particular 
product 



 Use Case 

› A property needs to be 
shown in a video / 3D to 
the customer to get the 
actual feel of the 
premise 

› We can map all the 
brochures of the 
builders to our app 

› As soon as someone 
hovers over the ad / 
brochure, they can see 
a video of the property  

› They can also schedule 
a site visit 



 Use Case 

› Augmented Reality 
on packaging to 
engage consumers 

› We create AR 
experiences for the 
brand’s packaging 
where we can show 
their video / recipe 
as soon as the 
packaging is 
scanned 



 Recreate the magic 

of the ancient by 

providing tablets 

with our app which 

will give complete 

information about 

the artifact along 

with some videos 





 Making your print ads more interactive 

 Integrated LED lights 

 Can be initiated on touch of the logo 



How about putting a small TV set that keeps playing your ads into your brochure 



Any existing building is your new marketing canvas 

Project your brand on any existing architecture 



Convert your shop display with an interactive projection screen 



Bring the action to your followers 



Web 
Development 

•Website 

•CRM 

•Custom 

•API 
Development 

Mobile 
Development 

•Android & iOS 

•Native 

•Hybrid 



Social Media 
Marketing 

S.E.O. S.E.M. 

App 
Marketing 

Engagement 
Marketing 
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